
Shaped for your  
world of hearing



Everyone hears differently. The way we each perceive 
sounds and their subtle nuances is highly personal 
to us. That is why it’s important to have a hearing
instrument specifically adapted to your hearing needs 
and the way you would like your world to sound.

Powered by a unique combination of advanced 
audiological features, Nera2 is the best performing 
mid-level hearing solution we have ever created.  
Nera2 instruments work together, wirelessly 
coordinating instrument settings to work more 
naturally with how your brain and ears want to hear.  
For example, Nera2 instruments use microphones 
that can automatically focus on conversations you 
want to hear and reduce annoying background noise. 
Nera2 also enhances your sound experience with 
advanced whistling and feedback protection to 
prevent embarassing squealing.

Once fitted by a hearing care professional, and 
shaped to your individual hearing needs and sound 
preferences, Nera2 will provide good sound quality 
and improved speech understanding.

Improved speech understanding
The key to Nera2’s excellent sound quality is the tiny 
but extremely powerful Inium Sense sound processing 
chip. It’s our fastest processor ever and it enables 
Nera2 to process a huge range of different sounds, 
sending more high quality information to your brain.  
This enables you to understand conversations and 
soft speech better, even in noisy environments. 

Empowering your life

individual as you are
with a hearing solution as 

Reliably exceptional 
Nera2 can be counted on to perform in a variety 
of situations thanks to a design proven in rigorous 
testing. The instruments are designed to help keep
water, dust, and debris out, and all key components 
are coated to combat moisture-related issues.

Do you experience tinnitus?
Nera2 can help.
Many people with hearing loss experience tinnitus 
as a ringing in their head. You might also experience 
tinnitus as a buzzing, humming or whistling sound or 
even the sound of chirping crickets, as tinnitus can take 
many forms. Even though there is no known cure, 
tinnitus doesn’t have to interfere with your enjoyment 
of life. Your Nera2 hearing device with Oticon’s Tinnitus 
SoundSupport™ feature can be programmed to create 
customized relief sounds that may minimize the 
irritating effect your tinnitus sounds have on you.  
Ask your hearing care professional about Nera2’s 
Tinnitus SoundSupport™ capabilities*.

Experience Nera2 and get more out of the  
moments that are important to you.

*Not available on all Nera2 models.



We all have a different relationship to sound. That  
is why your hearing care professional is the key to  
ensuring that you get the absolute most out of  
Nera2’s technologies and personalized features.

Your hearing care professional will work with you not 
only to identify sounds you can or cannot hear, but 
also to gain a better understanding of the listening 
situations that are important to your life.  In what 
circumstances do you most want help hearing?   
What are the situations where you would like to play  
a more active role?

AND YOUR WORLD

ENJOY THE PERFECT FIT
FOR YOUR EARS 

This unique fitting process is designed to create 
truly personalized hearing care. It shapes Nera2 
to meet both your hearing needs and the lifestyle 
you desire, and it enables you to interact more 
naturally and comfortably throughout the 
entire day. 

Welcome to the fashion-forward world of Nera2.
Not only is Nera2 designed to match your hearing 
preferences, it is also customized to match your 
personal style. Choose from many different models 
that suit your lifestyle and hearing abilities. 
They’re available in colors to blend in with your 
skin or hair - or to make a fashion statement.

YOUR STYLE. YOUR NERA2.

Nera2 miniRITE is available in 8 colors.

Nera2 designRITE is available in 13 colors.

Nera2 is also available in other custom styles.

CIC ITCIIC



There’s no feeling quite like being fully involved  
in the world around you, and Nera2 — used together  
with ConnectLine — allows you to connect easily 
and wirelessly.

ConnectLine streams sound from devices such  
as your telephone or TV to your Nera2 hearing 
instruments, all in one integrated system. With 
ConnectLine you can stay closely connected  
with loved ones on a landline phone*, cell phone 
or with video chat. You can even watch TV* and 
listen to music in the company of others at a 
volume that is comfortable for everyone. 

Easy to set up and simple to use, Nera2 and  
ConnectLine can be tailored specifically to your 
needs and preferences, so that operation 
is intuitive. 

EVERYWHERE
STAY IN THE LOOP,

*  Requires additional  
ConnectLine accessories



EXPERIENCE how Oticon Nera2 can 
change your world of hearing with MORE 
PERSONALIZED possibilities.

Contact your hearing care professional:
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People First is our promise
to empower people
to communicate freely,
interact naturally and
participate actively

People First

www.oticonusa.com


